The Agile BPM Roles and Responsibilities class focuses on how to implement agile in BPM initiatives. Participants will learn how to apply agile principles to BPM and the agile BPM delivery life cycle. In addition they will learn how to adapt roles in agile and how to setup process improvement work that delivers value more quickly to internal and/or external customers.

Hearing the stories and what should go well and what could go wrong was so relieving and relatable. It was great to see how others approached different exercises and their management styles. – Arch Insurance

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
- BPM Analysts
- Process Analysts
- Scrum Team Members
- Business Architects
- BPM Leaders
- Managers in any of these areas

COURSE OUTLINE:
- Benefits of applying agile to BPM
- Agile BPM delivery life cycle
- Agile BPM principles
- Applying agile concepts to BPM
- Traditional agile and BPM roles
- Agile BPM roles and responsibilities
- Organizing for agile BPM

PREREQUISITES:
- BPM101
- AGILE METHODOLOGY FOR BPM

SHARABLE, PRINTABLE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS: